Nearly 6 decades after its introduction into psychiatry, lithium continues to occupy a prominent position in the armamentarium of currently available drugs for the treatment of bipolar disorder. It is therefore no surprise that we have a book devoted entirely to the use of lithium in neuropsychiatric disorders. The editors, Dr Bauer, Dr Grof, and Dr Müller-Oerlinghausen, are well known for their impressive work in the area of mood disorders and are members of the International Group for the Study of Lithium-Treated Patients (IGSLI). Written in close collaboration with the IGSLI, this multiauthored book is the result of collaboration among the who's who of international lithium researchers. Quite aptly, the book is dedicated to the memory of Professor Mogens Schou, whose pioneering work paved the way for the widespread use of lithium in recurrent mood disorders.
The book is arranged in 4 parts: "Introduction and History," "Clinical Applications," "Pharmacology and Mechanisms," and "Practical Issues." Part A traces the history of lithium from its serendipitous discovery as an antimanic agent to its current role as the first-line drug for the treatment of bipolar disorder. There is a chapter summarizing the recommendations from 11 major national and international guidelines regarding the use of lithium in the acute and long-term treatment of both bipolar disorder and unipolar depression. The section concludes with a sobering but balanced account of lithium therapy from a patient's point of view, reminding the reader of the dilemma a patient faces when coming to terms with bipolar disorder and acceptance of treatment.
Part B deals with the clinical application of lithium in mood and related disorders, including schizoaffective disorder and schizophrenia. Topics discussed include the role of lithium in the acute and long-term treatment of bipolar disorder, maintenance treatment of unipolar depression, and management of the rapid-cycling variant. There are chapters devoted to clinically relevant issues such as the predictors of response to long-term lithium treatment and the effectiveness of lithium in naturalistic settings. Lithium treatment of special populations, including children and adolescents, pregnant women, and the elderly, are described in detail, as is the impressive role of lithium in the reduction of suicide and nonsuicide-related mortality. Finally, there is a comprehensive review of various side effects and suggested management strategies.
Pharmacology and mechanisms of action are discussed in Part C. The specific topics covered include interaction of lithium with neurotransmitter systems, lithium and cellular signal transduction pathways, neuroimaging studies, genetic factors and response to lithium treatment, and a discussion of animal and human studies describing the effects of lithium on behaviour and cognition. The neuroprotective effect of lithium as well as its emerging role in the management of neurodegenerative disorders, namely, cerebral stroke, Huntington disease, Alzheimer disease, and Parkinson disease, are discussed in detail.
Part D is the shortest section in the book. It describes practical aspects such as latency, discontinuation and reuse of lithium, compliance issues, and lithium intoxication. I found this section particularly helpful because of the practical suggestions for dealing with such common clinical challenges as indications and contraindications for lithium use, prelithium screening, monitoring for side effects, drug interactions, criteria for discontinuation of lithium therapy, and common mistakes made by physicians in providing lithium treatment.
In summary, this well-written book provides an authoritative and comprehensive synopsis of lithium use in various neuropsychiatric disorders. Written primarily for clinicians, this book should also appeal to interested researchers, psychopharmacologists, and experts in mood disorders. The book's major strength is the depth of information and the breadth of subject material discussed. In hardcover, the text is attractive in layout and is free of production errors. Each chapter is followed by an exhaustive list of references. Given the amount of material covered and the size of the book, it is reasonably priced.
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